EQUIPMENT LIST: P-EN: ANGLOPHONE SECTION
CLASSROOM MATERIALS

- 1 pencil case with separate areas for pencils and colours.
- 5 x 2HB Pencils (Separate pencils, sharpener and eraser needed for L2)
- 1 sharpener with an attached container
- 2 erasers
- 1 multicoloured pen
- 2 glue sticks – Pritt stick
- Scissors *(Please ensure it is right handed or left handed, depending on your child)*
- A 30cm strong plastic ruler
- 1 highlighter pen
- A set of colouring pencils and felt pens/ markers
- 1 post-it/ sticky note pad

- 2 flat A4 plastic folders with stretchable bands and your child’s name
- 1 A4 pocket display book/ folder with 40 plastic pockets attached inside and your child’s name (No ring binder folders please)
- 1 smaller A5 plastic folder for reading books

ART
- Old shirt/ t-shirt to use when painting

P.E./ GYM
- Gym kit (shorts/ leggings /tracksuit bottoms/ a t-shirt/ indoor gym shoes (black soles not allowed) These items should be in a gym bag with your child’s name and P3-En written clearly. It is not mandatory to buy the school gym kit. Outdoor running shoes will be necessary for outdoor P.E. lessons and for the long distance run.
- Swimming kit (swimming clothes/1 large and 1 small towel to stand on/ swimming hat) all in a labelled bag. Goggles are optional.
- Yellow high visibility vest for football and class trips with your child’s name and P3-En.

HYGIENE
- 1 roll of kitchen paper

Please clearly label items with your child's name and the class name. Writing P3-En, as well as your child’s name, is the most effective way of finding missing items.

Many thanks.